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Schuler Pressen GmbH: US car manufacturer relies on IndraDrive ML
from Rexroth for a quick changeover

Retrofit with
megawatt class drives
A car manufacturer decided to renew the main drives on four ten-yearold mechanical press lines installed by Schuler in 2005. The task: Install
and put new large drives into operation including control cabinets
certified according to American standards. Further requirements were
the complete retention of the existing safety concept, as well as the
supply of the press transfer during a power failure.
Working closely with Schuler and the user, Bosch Rexroth planned a solution

Challenge
Replacing the main drives of four
mechanical press lines including
control cabinets within the
narrowest time frame.
Solution
Project planning a retrofit solution based on IndraDrive ML.
Result
Four presses from Schuler
equipped with eight new 1.2
megawatt IndraDrive ML drives.
Safety architecture and press
transfer remains unchanged.

based on the new large electric drives IndraDrive ML. After a successful retrofit,
the press is now supplied via two separate control cabinets. Each control cabinet
has a supply unit with a maximum power of 1.2 megawatts. In addition, Rexroth
combined three supply units each with 340 kW. To complete the conversion on
site as simply and quickly as possible, Rexroth positioned the cable connections
precisely in the same position as the old solution.
Integrated safety concept and energy monitoring
The new drives take over buffering for power failures, which is an important safety
measure in the installed machines. During a power failure, the motors switch to
generator mode and the IndraDrive ML supplies the drives for the press transfer
via a 750 V DC bus.
All handling axes move to a safe position in a controlled manner with this energy.
For the Schuler presses, every control cabinet is equipped with a decentralized
visualization. It shows all of the operating parameters in real time. Integrated,

Solved with
ff Rexroth IndraDrive ML

comprehensive energy monitoring is a decisive requirement for implementing
energy efficiency strategies.

www.boschrexroth.com/indradrive-ml

